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ABSTRACT
Heritage language (HL), also named home language that people are used to speak from home, has advantages in children’s development of cognition, academy, psychology and cultural identity. However, migrant children have been facing many challenges in maintaining their HL mainly due to lack of HL learning motivation, especially when they enroll in local schools. This study aims to examine the potential of applying serious games to improve HL learning among migrant children. This paper searches studies related to HL learning mainly in ProQuest database. Although recent studies show that serious games may be more effective in increasing children’s motivation in language learning compared to the traditional approaches such as in-school classes, only two studies aim to improve HL study among school-aged children by playing serious games are retrieved. One study indicates an improvement of HL literacy skill in the children after playing the educational games, while another has no evaluation of the game’s effectiveness. Therefore, the effectiveness of using serious games to promote HL learning in children are full of uncertainty so far. More serious games are needed to be developed and more studies that examining the game’s effectiveness in learning HL among school-aged children should be conducted.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Heritage language, also known as home language and community language, commonly refers to the minority language in the society that are endangered, or the language learned at home in childhood [1, 2, 3, 4]. The HL learners tend to be more competent in using the dominant language and more likely to speak that language in daily life compared to the HL, if the learners are exposed to an environment with the dominant language that is not the HL for a long time. As a result, the proficiency of the HL may be lost or reduced among these learners as they grow up [5, 6]. In addition, with the development of globalization, the number of the immigrant family has increased rapidly in different countries. For example, nearly 30% of the Australian population were born overseas, and 21% of Australian population speak non-English language at home [7, 8].

Many studies show that HL maintenance benefits immigrant children’s cognition development, psychology and academy [9], while HL loss would cause negative impacts on individuals, families, communities and society [10, 11], for instance, failure to communicate with relatives [12], unwillingness to interact with people who can speak HL [13], loss of cultural identity and sense of belongings [14], and low self-esteem [15]. According to Bartolome, the contempt for children’s HL negatively affects their academic and psychological development as well [16]. Meanwhile, bilingualism could develop a balanced cultural identity [17], indicating that HL is a significant factor in forming powerful biculturalism [18]. Immigrant children can benefit from bilingualism and biculturalism, including strengthening inter-relationships of families and ethnic communities by generation [19], better performance in working memory based mainly on the executive process [20], and economic advantages of marketing values due to their bilingualism skills [13].

However, it is challenging to maintain HL in the first generation of immigrant children, and almost cannot be achievable beyond the third generation [21, 22]. Incomplete language acquisition is the most common theory of damaged HL learning [23]. The HL learners would be immersed into a setting of mainstream cultural language (i.e. second language) when they are...
school-aged, the input of their HL has reduced. Nevertheless, the HL learners do not fully acquire their HL through childhood [24]. Thus, these children may be proficient in oral HL whereas unable to read or write their HL due to a lack of HL education in their schools [25]. The environment of the dominant language and insufficient input of HL further exacerbates the attrition of HL literacy acquisition [23]. Studies from US, Australia and Canada demonstrate that many migrant parents have expectations to maintain their children’s HL through family involvement (e.g. communicating with children by using HL) and community language schools (e.g. HL teaching classes and assigning HL homework) [26, 27]. The younger the bilingual children, the more fluent the bilingual [28]. However, studies show that the current interventions have not significantly improved the proficiency of children’s HL mainly because the children lack motivation [29, 30, 31, 32]. In the past ten years, some researchers have turned attention to use serious games that have educational component in language learning for children [3, 33, 34, 35], since the interactive essence of games can stimulate the children’s active learning [36]. This article will discuss the overview of current interventions and focus on the potential of applying games to the improvement of HL study among migrant children.

2. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF HL LEARNING INTERVENTIONS

2.1. Family-involvement

Migrant parents are essential to the HL maintenance of their children. Parental attitudes and support play a key role in HL development. Positive guides towards HL from the parents result in their children’s positive view to HL [32, 37, 38]. The basis of long-term academic achievement among children is firstly built by interactions with parents [39]. Although some parents have concerns that HL may disturb learning the dominant language, most parents recognize the importance of maintaining HL and intervening their children’s HL development at home [32, 40]. For example, speaking HL at home at most time, providing bilingual or HL bookings or watching HL videos [32, 41, 42]. Despite this, many parents’ actual practice is not consistent with their attitudes [32, 40]. A study that targets on Australian-Chinese parents demonstrates that some parents would unconsciously add English when speaking Chinese; the values of bilingual books or videos provided to their children are based on the western world instead of Chinese tradition, and some children show preference in English version [32]. In addition, many parents do not have enough time and energy to teach HL to their children, which further reduces children’s exposure to their HL [40].

2.2. Community language schools

The current language schools for HL education are predominantly community-based [4, 9], although there is sufficient evidence indicates that setting bilingual curriculums in public schools is the best mode for HL development [43]. The community language schools can make up for migrant parents’ lack of literacy training of HL for their children. Most of these schools also teach both HL and heritage culture, some even convey knowledge about history and religion, to cultivate the children’s ethnic loyalty [4]. The teaching materials are commonly from the HL learners’ original nationality, for instance, 80% of Chinese language schools use Chinese textbooks to convey Chinese traditional values by teaching Chinese folktales [44]. However, these schools have limited contributions to obviously promote children’s HL [30, 31]. The appropriate materials designed for specific age ranges and different HL levels are lacking. The textbook that for younger children of the original nationality is hard to motivate students to learn HL [4, 9]. Many students believe that attending these classes waste their leisure time as they have to go to classes at weekends and they cannot obtain any formal language credits [4, 45, 46], which attenuates their motivation to learn HL as well [4]. Moreover, the mainstream school teachers of the HL students have no knowledge about these HL classes. Therefore, it is impossible to establish broad and close connections between HL students with similar interests and goals [9]. Besides, lack of well-trained language teachers, class time is too short to achieve HL proficiency, and most language schools cannot support students’ literacy development are challenges to maintain HL learning [9].

3. LEARNING HL THROUGH SERIOUS GAMES

3.1. Theoretical basis

More and more children are interested in learning language through digital games, social media and other learning approaches with the rise of digital media [47]. Increasing numbers of articles have focused on how advanced technologies facilitate language study among young learners [48]. For example, Pim (2013) conducted an insightful introduction of current e-tools, interactive multimedia, digital games, apps and software. All of them improve language learning for both children and adults. Digital games are special in language development since it evokes learners’ interests and motivation [49].

Motivation is the crucial factor affecting students’ language learning [34]. Either family-based or language school-based HL interventions have a problem in motivating the children to learn HL. Boyd (2002) conducted a study demonstrates that learners with
intrinsic motivation perform more persistently than those with extrinsic motivation when meeting academic challenges [50]. Serious games, also named educational games being used to stimulate and educate players to virtually achieve defined goals for educational objectives, are attractive for extrinsically motivated learners. Because the enjoyment of game results can be joint with the learning activity itself [51]. This approach converts the learner from a passive state to a proactive state to improve engagement, familiarity and intrinsic learning [52]. Chen and Xu (2019) indicate three main reasons why language learning games promote the players/learners’ language acquisition [53]:

1) The learners’ attitude to language learning is promoted since the games provide high intrinsic motivation to them, which is essential in the environment of language acquisition.

2) The rich texts in the games request players to use meaningful language expression to complete game tasks and activities.

3) The game experience of interaction and immersion is helpful to reduce learner’s anxiety and to encourage active learning, which may increase the use of targeted language.

This study also shows that the majority of students like playing game-based study, especially interactive-based games. The study experience is much better than traditional teaching classes, including deep and comprehensive understanding of language learning. Similar results were demonstrated by Purushotma, Thorne and Wheatley (2009), the fascinating fictional stories integrated with text and language components, appropriate animation, attractive design of characters and avatars, effects of videos and audios, and other virtual experience of the serious games successfully stimulate learner’s interaction with peers and nurture their constructional competition spirit [54]. However, Whitten (2014) holds different opinions. He points out that serious games are usually designed with specific educational results in mind, which results in games lacking meaningful interaction and limited attractiveness for players [55].

Although some researchers have observed the positive impact of games on language learning, such as DeHann, Cooke-Plagwitz, Suh, Kim and Kim and Chen and Yang, most of them aimed at foreign/second language learning or literacy development of dominant language in early childhood [56], the study targets to HL learning is limited [57, 58]. Additionally, correlating gameplay with individual or cultural identity lack attention so far [57]. Therefore, the effectiveness of HL learning games is full of uncertainty.

3.2. Home-based games for HL study

Eisencllas, Schalley and Moyes conducted a pilot study in Australia to examine the literacy development of HL in Australian-German immigrant children by designing games for Germany study [58]. Participants consisted of 9 English-dominant children aged 5-8 with different oral levels of Germany. Five of them are in the control group (accepted test without playing games). All of the participants had enrolled in Australian schools before this study. The children self-played three German online games - Bubbles, Zoo and Handball – at home during the period of this pilot study (two to three weeks). These games are designed based on models of Germany literacy acquisition [59]. All of these games have competition components: 1) players must react in a short time to gain points after hearing the questions or description (e.g. quickly click bubbles with letters in Bubbles, quickly drag correct letters on zoo’s signs in Zoo, or throw balls with correct words into the goal in Handball), 2) artificial intelligence in Zoo and Handball to compete with players. After playing the games, the researchers conducted post-evaluations for children by testing Germany proficiency levels and literacy skills, and feelings of playing the games. Parents of the children also received interviews about games’ applicability and observations of the strategies used by their children when playing games.

In this study, both parents and children showed satisfaction with the games. Children especially liked the instant feedback provided during the games. The children in the game group had progressed in dictation tests, including word spelling, interference effects, free writing task, and syllable ordering task by comparing pre-and post-test results. They even wrote more words spontaneously in free writing tasks. By contrast, children in the control group performed little change in literacy level before and after the tests. The findings indicate that children’s HL literacy ability can be cultivated through self-directed HL learning games, which is hopeful. However, the size of this study is too small to generalize to other communities. Also, the participants are from middle-class families, unlike refugee children, who have no experience of being interrupted schoolwork because of migration or being traumatized. Therefore, results may be different when piloting on different demographics.

It is worthwhile to mention that parents play the role of gatekeepers in children’s acquisition and use of technology, for instance, choosing and buying appropriate game apps for children, setting up visit restrictions of hardware (e.g. tablets, laptops or mobile phones), and control screen time [57]. Parents’ attitudes towards screen time and the ability of screening app stores used for language learning are the potential promoter for their children to develop HL’s read and write skills. Parents can join in their children’s game
world and knowledge reserve [60], and to access games with higher HL-level by regarding the games as share resources [61]. In general, most parents have positive attitudes towards HL learning games [57, 62]. However, HL learning games cannot substitute interaction and communication between children and parents, despite the quality and content of the games are important [57].

3.3. School-based games for HL study

Revithiadou et al. (2015) developed a Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) app called The 7 Keys of the Dragon (7Keys) for primary- and secondary school students in Greece whose HL is Albanian or Russian to learn these languages in class [48]. This HL curriculum adopted a blended learning model [63] – integrate class study and CALL components – to be used in a single teaching context. Participating students aged 9-13 from different backgrounds played 7Keys after morning class in school every weekday from 2011 to the end of the 2013 semester. The students had different HL oral levels, but had no or limited writing skills before the intervention. 7Keys aimed to provide teacher-student interactions without time and location limitations, make learners feel that it is an extension of class learning by keeping the existing structure of HL class and inspired students due to the game’s mechanism. Furthermore, students could focus on their own language needs when playing it. The teachers could control the class and adjust the teaching materials in the game to meet students’ specific needs. The teachers were responsible for managing students of their own class by 7Keys, including commenting on student’s progress, answering students’ questions, and marking students’ performance. The administer centrally controlled the study content to ensure the new texts were correct and culturally appropriate through fostering a deeper understanding of the two nations.

7Keys are designed to immerse learners in stories that develop alongside learners’ academic skills of their HL by setting up a game-like environment with fairy-tale pictures, animations, voice, and introductory video sequences. It imitated modern games and used a reward mechanism such as gaining points in tests to show student’s progress in pursuing goals. In addition, the learning materials were made up by chapters. Each chapter is based on the text contained text and a large number of quizzes (e.g. true/false, multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blanks, fill-in-the-table, crosswords) at a specific learner level. Learners could choose both the chapter and level that best suits him/her with the assistance of his/her teacher. In the learning sequences, learners choose a text of the chapter and code the language level with different colors. After reading the text, they go to the test list with different difficulty levels. The teachers then comment the test results in half screen by using their ends. A good performance could be awarded a medal.

Since the researchers aimed to enhance the students’ grammatical skills and language awareness by providing a digital environment in class, they could not evaluate 7Keys’ effectiveness due to the time limitation and the pilot nature when developing this app.

4. CONCLUSION

HL plays a key role in cultural identity and psychological and academic development among migrant children. However, HL loss would increase seriously, particularly when these children enter a school setting dominated by mainstream language. Although there are some approaches such as family involvement and community language schools to maintain children’s HL, most current HL learning interventions have not significantly improved school-aged children’s HL. Games as an interactive tool have been proved as an effective alternative for language study. However, applying games into HL learning for children has not been thoroughly investigated, the effectiveness of the games are uncertain [41, 57]. Only two researches related to HL learning games for immigrant children were retrieved [48, 58]. More studies needed to be conducted to verify the role of games in HL learning among children. HL learners who are different from traditional language learners actually are in needs of both mother language and foreign languages [64]. Also, it is vital to combine intrinsic motivation (motivations of learning activity itself) with extrinsic motivation (motivations of ideal game results) when developing the serious game [51].
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